that will be ever more added to the things I've received. Mrs. O.P. told me when I was running some six months that I did not seem concerned enough with things, not thinking enough in it. But that was a woman in an opinion that had an interest of very little at that was for excuse for not attending to the subject. But thank God in that the least bit ever learning of the events, not least of which were your distinctly here is that Mrs. O.P. told me, I kept and cared about it. For I have some little one who was long ago behind times. That is nearest of my Phillips. It was not worth my all for me to try with the little insect. I now know. But Mr. Pershing says the least is near to a large and much obliged to you for your letter. Mine again come. My last gave in negative & & to Mrs. & Mr. to the little brother.

Here am I writing a long? You must take your hands to your

Very affectionately,

[Signature]